
Hand mixer, Styline, 450 W, ,
MFQ4020

2 x professional kneading hook, 2 x premium turbo beater stainless
steel

MFZ4020 FineCreamer turbo beater
MFZ4030 Kneeding Hooks
MFZ4050 Universal XL chopper
MFZ4060 Special acc.Stainless steel bender foot

The designer hand mixer in elegant
colours white / antracite for discerning
customers with innovative FineCreamer
Premium whisks

• High power motor with 450 watts: ensures excellent results for any
baking or cooking task.

• FineCreamer: highly efficient whisks which provide more light and
airy mixtures in less time.

• Stainless steel dough hooks: ensure effortless kneading of
challenging mixtures.

• Lightweight housing with soft touch handle: comfortable and
secure grip while mixing.

• 5 speeds plus turbo function: precise speed control for any recipe.

Dimensions: .......................................................... 142 x 200 x 75 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 219 x 101 x 232 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 204.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Quantity per packing unit: .................................................................4
Standard number of units per pallet: ............................................320
Net weight: ................................................................................1.1 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 1.3 kg
Connection rating: .................................................................... 450 W
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length electrical supply cord: .............................................. 140.0 cm
Plug type: ...............................................Euro plug w/o earthing 2.5 A
Included accessories: .. 2 x professional kneading hook, 2 x premium
turbo beater stainless steel
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Hand mixer, Styline, 450 W, ,
MFQ4020

The designer hand mixer in elegant
colours white / antracite for discerning
customers with innovative FineCreamer
Premium whisks

Excellent Results
- 450 W
- Approved Bosch technology and modern motor: powerful and at

the same time light and quiet.
- 5 speed settings with different rpm for individual operation
- Additional pulse / turbo setting for maximum performance

Comfort
- The ergonomically designed non-slip soft touch handle for a secure

and comfortable operation. Suitable for right or left hand users.
- Possibility to attach easily a high quality stainless steel blender

foot, available as special accessory
- The separate eject button helps to detach easily FineCreamer Turbo

beaters and dough hooks
- Hand mixer and Accessories are easy to clean. All accessories - the

FineCreamer Turbo whisks and the beaters from high quality
stainless steel - are dishwasher safe.

- Practical space saving wrap around cable storage with cable clip

Safety
- All plastics that are in contact with food are BPA free

Versatility
- 2 highly efficient FineCreamer turbo beaters for perfect whisking

and stirring results. More volume in shortest time
- 2 heavy duty stainless steel kneading hooks for a stressless

kneading.
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